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  What is cork132

Cork Leather & Fabric 

Cork Products

Who is HZCORK



THE BEST ECO-ECONOMY

CORK FOREST
With an area of approximately 2.3 million
hectares, the cork oak forest is one of the
richest ecosystems in the world, being
considered one of the planet’s 36
biodiversity hotspots.
Most cork on the market today is from
Portugal, the world leader in cork
production and home to the largest
collection of cork oaks. 

HZCORK

https://www.dw.com/en/portugal-world-champion-of-everything-cork/a-39046701
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WHAT IS CORK
Cork is the bark of the cork oak, removed every
nine years when the tree is in a more active stage
of growth and it’s easier to peel it without
damaging the trunk. 

Cork is a wonderful Leather alternative to leather,
as it is a sustainable, high-quality material that is
made to be durable and resistant. Besides being
waterproof, elastic, fire resistant and unique in its
appearance, it is a naturally harvested material!
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Excellent
characteristics of cork

Vegan & 
Unique
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Lightweight

Elastic &
compressible

Impermeable
to liquids &
gases

Excellent thermal &
acoustic insulator

Slow burningAntistatic &
anti-allergic

Wear
resistance



You may
wonder how
tree bark
can be made
into such a
artwork.

Cork Sheets

HZCORK

Cork Tree

Cork Fabric Cork Products
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WHAT  IS
CORK FABRIC
In fact cork leather it is a relatively
light layer of cork paper, it can not be
used directly, it needs to be laminated
with other fabrics to use, rest assured,
usually using environmentally friendly
glue lamination. For example, bamboo
fiber fabric organic cotton fabric or
other different fabrics, depending on
the use of the scene.



Cork
Leather
Fabric
The Best Alternative to Animal
Leather
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Cork 
Leather

Cork fabric is as durable as leather,
has the same touch pro quality. 

It comes from bark of cork oak tree.
So it’s plant based leather, does no
harm to the animal.
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Colored
Cork
Fabric

We have many different color
versions and patterns for your huge
choice. We usually fix color at least 3
times, no color fading issue.

We use natural dyes to make one
color of cork look brilliant.
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Natural
Cork
Fabric

The bark of cork oaks rebuilds itself
every 9 years which means cork
fabric is a great example of a
sustainable material.

Since we use plant-based fabric and
backing, our cork fabric can be
degraded by nature easily and fast.
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Printed
Cork
Fabric

We have a set of printing patterns for
your choice, customed printing
design is also welcomed.

 We usually do printing by silk screen
printing or digital printing, without
color fading issue.
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Quilted
Cork
Fabric

Modern craftsmanship + Natural
materials

Special patterns are made through
different processes to match different
products, and the unique effects will
make your eyes shine



TC  BASE  FABRIC

PU  BASE  FABRIC

COW  LEATHER  BASE

CLOTH

THE
BACKINGS

IMPREGNATION

BASE  FABRIC



SOY  FABRIC  

ORGANIC  COTTON

TENCEL

ECO-
FRIENDLY

SUSTAINABLE
BACKING
 FABRICSBAMBOO  FABRIC

ORGANIC  L INEN

https://www.hzcork.com/the-most-sustainable-fabrics/#1
https://www.hzcork.com/the-most-sustainable-fabrics/#1
https://www.hzcork.com/the-most-sustainable-fabrics/#6
https://www.hzcork.com/the-most-sustainable-fabrics/#5
https://www.hzcork.com/the-most-sustainable-fabrics/#8
https://www.hzcork.com/the-most-sustainable-fabrics/#8


HOW ABOUT

CORK PRODUCTS 

 CORK
BAGS

 CORK
COASTER

 CORK
YOGA

PRODUCT

OTHER
CORK

NEW  &  REVOLUTIONARY  PRODUCT.
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CORK 
BAG
Design from low-carbon concept



 NEW TRENDS
DURABLE
RECYCLABLE 
 SOFT TO
TOUCH
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ECO-FRIENDLY
LOW-CARBON
NOVEL
VERSATILE
FASHIONABLE
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NEW  FASHION

Sustainability is the fashion

 trendsetter
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CORK 
YOGA
Through cork, Incorporating nature
from the inside out
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CORK
YOGA
MAT
Feel like you are practicing yoga in
the woods
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CORK
YOGA 
KITS
Made of sustainable cork, these yoga
products have the firmness not found
on the foam blocks and allows you to
feel secure in the support it
generously provides.
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CORK
COASTERS
The lightweight, waterproof,
renewable natural material is suitable
for everyone.
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CORK
COASTER
Feel like you are practicing yoga in
the woods
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OTHER
CORK
With its many excellent properties,
cork can be used in a variety of
industries.



WHO IS
HZCORK

As one of the leading cork fabric manufacturers
and suppliers in China

HZCORK
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DONGGUAN
HUICHUNG CORK
PRODUCTS CO., LTD
Established in the year 2015, located in Dongguan, China.
We are an original factory to manufacture cork leather
fabric and other Cork items. Cork Fabric can be widely used
in many different applications. Our founder was engaged in
making cork for more than 10 years, obtaining abundant
experience and knowledge. Our factory has strict control
over the sorting of cork raw material from Portugal and high
standards on inspection goods. Although we are focused on
production, we offered competitive prices without
compromising on quality control and service standard. Our
factory has AAA credit, ISO9001 certificate over quality
control, and FSC,REACH SVHC, DFMA certificates
regarding cork material.
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LEADING
MANUFACTURER
OF CORK
PRODUCTS
There is less than 5 cork fabric factories in China until now,
we are one of the leaders. All our cork raw material was
imported from Portugal with FSC certificate. We sort
materials by hand in strict accordance with Portuguese
standards. So quality was promised. we have high qualified
workers, high production efficiency, perfect supporting
facilities and lower labor cost. So we can do complicated
cork fabric and bags with fast delivery and competitive
price.
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Thanks to our extensive network of
cork processors, we can offer not
only a wide range of cork products
but also customer-oriented services
and individual cork solutions.

Custom Solution

Our factory specializes in not only
cork fabrics manufacturing but also
focuses on other finished cork
products, such as cork bags, cork
wallpaper and cork yoga products

Cork Products 

Our factory has a complete
production chain and Perfect
Support, has enough inventory of
more than 500 patterns 

Cork Leather Fabric

THE SERVICES WE PROVIDE



Professional
Original Cork
Fabric Supplier
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SHOW ROOM
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QUALITY IS OUR PRIMARY TARGET
HZCORK



CO2 CO2 CO2

112G 73,000KG 14,000,000T

Each cork can absorb an
average of 112 grams of

CO2.

For every ton of cork
produced, a cork oak

forest can sequester up
to 73 tons of CO2.

Cork oak forests can
absorb 14 million tons of

CO2 per year.

The Circular Carbon Economy
As one of a leader in the cork industry, sustainability, technology and innovation are intrinsic
pillars of our culture and strategy. We focus on developing products and solutions that offer
unparalleled advantages, including reducing the carbon footprint of the final product, saving
energy or water, cleaning the environment, improving indoor air quality and promoting well-
being and comfort.
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Cork is the future of sustainable
development
 The number of people adopting vegan culture has increased significantly due to the increasing awareness about animal
cruelty along with the rising ethical and environmental concerns among the consumers. The global vegan leather market is
projected to grow at a CAGR of 48.1% over the forecast period of 2020-2026. North America holds the maximum share in
the global vegan leather market, Europe is the second-largest market for vegan leather owing to the increasing demand
for animal-free and eco-friendly alternative products.China is the largest vegan leather market in the Asia Pacific.
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From bark to cork leather
finishes, our designers have
professional knowledge and
practical experience to create
high-quality natural cork
leather for many industries,
such as the automobile,
handbag, fashion, footwear,
interior design, etc. Utilizing
cork fabric to make consumer
goods impacts the whole
leather industry and
dramatically benefits our
environment.



THANK YOU

WEBSITE: WWW.HZCORK.COM
email:  contact@hcork.com
FACEBOOK: hzcorksupply
INSTAGRAM: HZCORK
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